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Chadwick Designs - Showroom

RE TAIL PRO FI L E:
C HA D WI C K D ES I G NS
Canberra supplier and installer

the huge benefit of being such a

and quality that has seen it grow

avoiding the risk of overwhelming

of internal and external window

wonderful place to live and raise a

organically, largely driven by word of

clients with too many options and

furnishings for the residential and

family.”

mouth endorsements. “Since inception

examples. We have realistic settings

we have stood firm on our commitment

showing different combinations

small scale commercial sectors,
Chadwick Designs has flourished

The company has evolved at a rapid

to quality and not lowering the bar to

of product and are continually

rapidly since its early days as

rate since its early days working from

get jobs across the line.”

reinvesting to update these.”

home based business.

the Chadwicks’ garage where it began
nurturing valuable relationships with

As well as such endorsements,

“Throughout the showroom there are

Founded in July 2014 by Tim

interior design and architect clients.

investment in an impressive show room,

also inviting spaces where architects

and Belle Chadwick, like many

“The growth we experienced every

which she describes as “175 square

and designers can bring their clients

successful passion projects,

month was mind boggling. On

metres of heaven”, is the company’s

and source and discuss options.”

Chadwick Designs was triggered by

March 2016 we signed the lease for a

most powerful marketing tool.

a life change.

showroom and warehouse, employed

Chadwick Designs boasts an

our first full time employees and have

“We are so proud of our showroom.

impressive fabric library of over 4000

“We were looking to get away from

continued to grow since; we now have

It’s the result of a whole lot of blood

hangers and has also sourced its own

Sydney with our growing family,”

six full time staff.”

sweat and tears, but worth every

in house fabric range. The showroom

bit of that. We were very aware that

is shared with sister company Cloth

says Belle Chadwick. “We saw an
opening in the Canberra high end

Belle attributes the company’s success

the most important design factor in

and Paper Studio, a fabric and

window furnishings market, with

to a consistent commitment to reliability

a window furnishings showroom is

wallpaper agency servicing trade
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clients in Canberra, which houses

“For Chadwick Designs, actions

another 2000 fabric hangers from

speak louder than words. We don’t

ranges all over the world for clients to

advertise and have grown purely from

choose from.

word of mouth. The relationships we
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nurture with the local architects and
“We sell a lot of fabric and have many

designers are really important to us

fabric houses we love using, but

so we work hard at strengthening

Boyac has been a stand out for us.

them.”

They invest in our product knowledge
and are always willing to go the extra

“Usually our most satisfying projects

mile with us. Their product is so

are where we are involved from the

unique and varied, we love using it.”

start. The architect and designer
recommend us, and we can work

In addition, the company offers a

together with the client from the get

significant range of Markilux outdoor

go. We have had a few projects where

products and Verosol blinds. “Being

we have been working together for

able to offer the best products from

over 18 months getting custom fabric

around the world is a huge honour.

milled, pushing the boundaries of

We love being a part of these

external applications and testing new

companies and being able to help our

installation methods.”

Chadwick Designs - Showroom

clients with such outstanding products
and solutions.”

“The process is a massive
undertaking, but having the client

“Being part of the Markilux family

loving every room is a huge buzz.”

in the last 18 months has been a
huge privilege. We believe that their

Internally, the company’s key point

product is one of the best in the

of difference is the “work family” in

world. The support from the Markilux

which it continually invests, she adds.

team and other resellers across

“Our staff are everything to us and

Australia is incredible.”

we try to offer the best place to work
possible. We invest in their training

Belle sums up the company’s key

and growth and we involve them in

service offering in two words: “Quality

company decisions and direction.

and experience.”

They are our biggest asset.”

“Window furnishings are all we do at

Any challenges for the company going

Chadwick Designs. Our clients know

forward are nice challenges to have.

that the person who is advising on

“We cannot keep up with our growth,”

products has installed thousands of

says Belle. “We are constantly on the

products himself. Our clients know

lookout for great fitters, showroom

that when they are picking fabrics,

staff and admin. We have been

they are talking to someone with years

cautious and calculating with our

of experience in the industry. We aim

growth as we do not want to lose the

to empower designers and architects

standard of expertise and style we

with the tools and confidence to

have built our reputation on.”

Chadwick Designs - Garsia

specify our products from day one on
a project. These relationships are vital

“Our biggest challenge with our rapid

to us and we love being part of the

growth has been putting in internal

design community in Canberra.”

processes that ensure our customer
care and results remain high. We pride

“We are not bound to particular

ourselves on connecting with other

brands or agreements. This allows

like-minded businesses in the industry

us to truly offer the best product for

and sharing product knowledge, in

the job to our clients. We do not shy

house processes, and supporting one

away from technically challenging

another.”

projects. We relish problem solving
and investing in our methods and

Images courtesy of:

scope of work.”

Stefan Postles
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Chadwick Designs - Monaro

